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Abstract 
   

Recent developments on long read high throughput sequencing technologies enabled high           
quality genome assemblies for an unprecedented number of species. These new genomes            
represent a unique data resource to elucidate complex patterns of evolutionary events through             
comparative genomics. A basic operation in comparative genomics is the alignment of the entire              
genomes of two or more species to identify at the same time conserved elements and patterns                
of genomic variability. Although genome alignment is a classical problem in bioinformatics,            
recent developments on data structures, algorithms and technologies create opportunities to           
develop a new generation of bioinformatic tools for this problem. Here we present a new               
software solution for alignment of complete genomes through the efficient identification of            
synteny blocks built from large chains of orthologous genes. In contrast with classical tools that               
build alignments based on raw sequence similarities, ortholog chains enable alignments           
between chromosomes of large genomes within minutes of computation, requiring fewer           
processors and less than 8Gb of RAM. Our newly developed solution was benchmarked against              
some of the most common tools for comparative genomics, taking significantly less time and              
resources for the processing of larger genomes. Additionally, using state-of-the-art data           
visualization technologies, we provide novel interactive views of the alignments provided by our             
software. We expect that this development represents a significant contribution to the field of              
comparative genomics facilitating further discoveries in evolution, functional genomics and          
related fields. 
 
Keywords 
Comparative genomics, whole genome alignment, longest common subsequence,        
orthology. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The alignment of complete genomes is the process that allows a direct comparison of two or                
more complete genomes, which can be same species or different ones. This permits not only to                
find regions of collinearity between the genomes which can then be analyzed from a genomic               
evolution perspective, but also to find variation in gene content that can be related to               
expression. The latest advances in sequencing technologies for long reads produced an            
important increase in the number of assembled genomes with high quality. The NCBI database,              
for example, has more than 500 eukaryote genomes from different species (Kitts et al. 2016).               
Constant improvements to technologies such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore have contributed            
to an increase in the number of assembled genomes of high quality (Cao et al. 2017; Jain et al.                   
2018; Stein et al. 2018). The number of sequenced genomes is likely to increase as sequencing                
technologies become better in terms of efficiency, quality and price, leading to more applications              
and studies in comparative genomics for various purposes. 
 
One of the first comparative genomics studies was published in 1995, comparing the complete              
genome assemblies of Mycoplasma genitalium (Fraser et al. 1995) and Mycoplasma           
pneumoniae (Himmelreich et al. 1996). In this study researchers concluded that the 33 tRNA              



genes identified in M. genitalium are identical in M. pneumoniae. The first study that compared               
two genomes of a same species was published in 1999, using two strains of the bacteria                
Helicobacter pylori (Alm et al. 1999). This allowed researchers to better understand the genetic              
variability within this species, identifying 1406 identical genes in both strains and finding that              
between 6% and 7% of the genes are unique to each strain, concluding that the genetic                
variability is not as big as thought before. The initial genome assemblies achieved on the last                
two decades, both of the human genome and other close species motivated the use of whole                
genome alignment in human genetics to make inferences about the evolution of this species.              
The first of these comparisons was made between chromosome 12 and 6 of human and mouse,                
respectively (Ansari-Lari et al. 1998). In that time researchers used a combination of methods to               
prove that the nucleotidic similarities of orthologous genes found in the coding region of both               
species varies between 70% and 92%. The first comparison between human and chimpanzee             
was carried out in 2005, when the first version of the genome of the chimpanzee was                
assembled (Mikkelsen et al. 2005), revealing a 98.77% identity between both species. This             
same comparison was carried out more recently, showing that both sequences are 98.07%             
identical along 96% of their length (Marcais et al. 2018). The small difference between one               
result and the other can be explained mainly because they used different versions for each               
genome, both having improved substantially with next generation sequencing data. The first            
whole genome alignment between them was reported to be 2.4Gb, but the more recent one was                
2.782Gb, representing 86.8% of the human genome, revealing 16% more information than the             
2005 alignment. 
 
The number of completely assembled plant genomes has also increased, along with            
comparative genomics studies on them. Phaseolus vulgaris, or common bean, for example, was             
recently sequenced and assembled (Schmutz et al. 2014) and compared against the soybean             
genome (Glycine max), which had already been reported as a whole genome duplication event              
from bean. This study revealed polyploidy effects, gene fractioning and transposable elements            
expansion. Researchers also identified orthologous genes using synteny blocks, revealing that           
24,861 genes of P. vulgaris (91%) are in synteny with G. max (Schmutz et al. 2014). Besides                 
common bean, other important crop species have been sequenced and assembled to date. The              
first reference genome for corn, Zea mays, was published in 2009, (Schnable et al. 2009), which                
was also recently improved to generate a de novo reference genome appropriately annotated,             
comprising a total of 2958 contigs (Jiao et al. 2017). A comparative genomics analysis was               
carried out to investigate structural variations, revealing that there are in fact more deletions in               
regions with low gene density (Jiao et al. 2017). Comparative genomics approaches have also              
been used extensively on other high value crop species like rice (Oryza sativa) (Wang et al.                
2014; Zhang et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015; & Zhang et al. 2016). A recent study which reported                   
high quality assemblies for 13 genomes within the Oryza genus, revealed new evolutionary             
traits between rice and its close relatives from their whole genome comparison (Stein et al.               
2018). They also concluded that Oryza genus presents a diversification rate relatively high of              
0.5 new species every 1 million years. On the other hand they found a positive relation between                 
coding region length and expression levels with evolutionary age and also identified a             
prevalence of deletions over insertions in eight of the genomes. Moreover, they used 6,015              



single copy orthologs of 10 species to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree, showing two independent              
origins for O. sativa japonica and O. sativa indica (Stein et al. 2018). This shows the importance                 
of comparative genomics to the construction of the evolutionary history of a species.             
Traditionally, the models that represent the evolution of species are based on individual or very               
few genes, for example ribosomal gene 16S, because its a very conserved region, it allows this                
type of analysis. However, with genome wide studies researchers can model phylogenetic trees             
with much more information giving a genome wide perspective. 
 
Most comparisons between different genomes come from the process of aligning them via             
bioinformatics tools, and various solutions have been proposed and implemented for this            
purpose. Classic sequence alignment algorithms to align short sequences, namely          
Needleman-Wunsch (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970) or Smith-Waterman (Smith & Waterman,          
1981), are inefficient when comparing whole genomes. For this reason other implementations            
have been proposed, like the MUMmer (Delcher et al. 1999), Mauve (Darling et al. 2004) and                
SyMAP (Soderlund et al. 2006 & 2011). These three are based on the MUMmer algorithm,               
which requires to find all possible substrings in the genomes being compared, which can be               
very intensive in computational resources. Having to compute thousands or even millions of             
substrings starts to become a demanding task in terms of memory and processing power,              
especially with larger genomes. Other tools like Satsuma (Grabherr et al. 2010), despite             
implementing a totally different solution, also become very inefficient with large genomes.            
Lastly, programs like Artemis (Rutherford et al. 2000 & 2003; Carver et al. 2005) reads the                
output of a third party program, providing a visualization of the results. Software characteristics              
of five of the most used programs are summarized in table 1.  
 
 

 Efficiency Graphical 
Interface 

Visualizer Usability Easy 
Installation 

Artemis  ✔✔ ✔✔   

Mauve  ✔✔ ✔✔  ✔✔ 

MUMmer   ✔✔   

Satsuma   ✔✔ ✔✔ ✔✔ 

SyMAP  ✔✔ ✔✔   
Table1: Available whole genome alignment and/or visualization software characteristics.  
 
 
Despite of the increase in complete genomes and the relevance of whole genome alignments              
for evolutionary analysis of such genomes, even recent large studies still combine general             
purpose pairwise alignment tools with custom scripts (Stein et al. 2018). We believed that the               
reason for this is that currently available tools for whole genome alignment are difficult to install                



and operate or are very inefficient in computational resources. In this study, we propose a new                
approach to solve this problem via the construction of a new software tool using “orthology               
units” to improve the current way in which genome alignments are made. This manuscript              
describes the work performed to fulfil the main goals of this study. 1) implementation of an                
efficient algorithm for whole genome alignment based on efficient identification of functional            
orthology units; 2) Integration of this algorithm with a visualization solution for web enabled              
interaction of the alignment; and 3) An evaluation of the reliability and efficiency of this software                
in comparison with currently available open source software tools for genome alignment. 
 
METHODS 
 
Description of available software tools for whole genome alignment 
 
MUMmer: Most current genome alignment tools including Mauve (Darling et al. 2004), SyMAP             
(Soderlund et al. 2006 & 2011) and MUMmer (Delcher et al. 1999) are based on the MUMmer                 
algorithm, which uses a data structure known as a suffix tree (Figure 1A). This structure allows                
to sort all possible substrings of a complete sequence, in this case a whole genome, which in                 
turn allows fast queries to find any of substrings. This process is made for all the genomes that                  
are being compared and then the algorithm finds all the shared common substrings that are               
unique between them, called MUMs, or Maximal Unique Matches. Specifically, a MUM is             
defined as a subsequence of maximal length that is present only one time in both genomes                
(being unique). Having this information sorted out, the program uses an algorithm known as              
longest common subsequence (LCS) (Gusfield, 1997) which extracts the longest possible set            
of MUMs that occur in the same order in both genomes (Figure 1B). Finally, the regions that                 
could not align between the LCS solution are locally aligned to identify SNVs and structural               
variants (SVs). Having done all this, the program generates the output file with the alignment               
information as well as regions that did not generate MUMs. 
 
Regarding usability, MUMmer consists in a series of scripts that can be downloaded from the               
repository available at https://github.com/mummer4/mummer/releases en executed from the        
command line in a Unix environment. The main aligner can be called from various programming               
languages like Perl, Python and Ruby (Marcais et al.2018). However, the program installation             
process can be complicated due to the fact that it requires additional libraries previously              
installed. For its compilation it requires GCC compiler, as well as GNU make and AR. For the                 
software itself it also requires perl5 (5.6.0), sh, sed and awk. Once installed the script are easy                 
to call from the command line. The nucmer aligning script generates an output with the               
alignments between two FASTA files, listing the distances between indels that produce            
maximum scoring between each sequence. Dnadiff is a script which supports the nucmer script              
and is useful to evaluate structural and sequence similarities between two sequence sets. On              
the other hand, promer is another script useful for comparing on the protein level, also receives                
FASTA format files as input. All these scripts are complementary to the main script, which is                
mummer, modifying or pre processing the input our output files. Finally, the MUMmer package              



also includes a script which receives as input the mummer main output result to generate a non                 
interactive dotplot. 

 
Figure 1: A, Suffix tree structure and MUM. B, graphical representation of LCS. 
 
 
 
Mauve: Mauve algorithm is based on a method that identifies conserved regions in the genome               
and looks for rearrangements and inversions in said regions as well as the exact break points of                 
these events (Darling et al. 2004). The algorithm is implemented integrating the analysis of              
evolutionary events on a big scale with multiple sequence alignment based on MUMs (Delcher              
et al. 1999). This way, the first phase of the algorithm makes local alignment with all the                 
multi-MUMs. With this information the next step consists in calculating a distance metric             
between the multi-MUMs, which generates a distance matrix, to construct a phylogenetic tree             
using Neighbor Joining (Saitou & Nei 1987) and selecting a subset of MUMs that will be used as                  
anchors. These are partitioned in groups called LCBs (locally collinear blocks). The next step              
makes a recursive anchoring in and outside of each LCB and lastly it generates a progressive                
alignment of each LCB using the phylogenetic tree constructed previously (Darling et al. 2004)              
(Figure 2). 
 
 



 
Figure 2: General process for the Mauve algorithm 
 
Mauve can be run on all platforms (Windows, Mac OS X 10.7+ and Linux), available at                
http://darlinglab.org/mauve/download.html. Mauve version 2.4.0 requires Java platform and        
includes a graphical interface (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Graphical User Interface of Mauve. 
 
When executed, the user can choose the sequences to compare, which have to be in FASTA                
format. Once the alignment process is finished, the interface allows to visualize the length of               
each sequence, and it also shows the result of how many conserved segments or locally               
collinear blocks were found. 
 
SyMAP: Another important software is SyMAP (Synteny Mapping and Analysis Program), which            
was developed initially to calculate synteny between a genome sequence, based on bacterial             
artificial chromosomes (BACs) and a physical map based in Fingerprinted contigs or FPC             
(Soderlund et al. 2006). The algorithm itself is composed of three parts: anchor finder, chain               
finder and postprocessor (Figure 4). The anchor finder employs RepeatMasker          
(www.repeatmasker.org) on the BAC end sequences (BES) and then aligns the FPC sequences             
to the genome with BLAT (Kent, 2002) using the nucleotide/nucleotide search mode and             
assigning properly aligned sequences as anchors. On the other hand, the chain finder uses as               
input a set of anchor (Ua, Ub) where Ua is the location of the anchors in genome Ga in the FPC                     
map and Ub the location of genome Gb. Due to the fact that the genomes can have different                  
sizes, the algorithm defines automatically two parameters: unit length of an indel and maximum              



length allowed for an indel. The algorithm then constructs a directed acyclic graph, where all the                
nodes correspond to the set of anchors. From this graph a distance function is defined and                
associated to the weights of each axis. This way, a dynamic programming algorithm is              
implemented to find the chain with the maximum score, defined as the number of anchors minus                
the sum of distances of the axes. The parameters to consider an indel mentioned previously are                
taken into account to determine the length of the chain with best quality: longer indels increase                
the length of the chain found by the algorithm but decrease the alignment quality. This way the                 
program implements a cyclic algorithm to find all possible chains, modifying the length of the               
indel for each one (Soderlund et al. 2006). 

 
Figure 4: SyMAP synteny main components and workflow of the algorithm. 
 
Lastly, the post processor scans all the chains to look for unusual indels of great size which are                  
then classified as possible break points for inversions. Later on, the BES are reassigned in sub                
chains between successive break points. After this the blocks are created, joining the chains              
that are closely between each other, which in turn helps to build up the second component of                 
the program, the visualization. 
 
SyMAP v 3.4 has been improved to support pairs of large sequenced genomes. The program               
first uses the MUMmer algorithm to compute raw hits between the two genomes (MUMs), which               
are clustered and filtered and later on processed by the synteny algorithm already described              
above. 
 
SyMAP also provides a graphical interface solution on Java, which shows different levels of              
resolution that allows the user to detail the alignment between the genomes. Synteny blocks              
between chromosomes can be viewed in different types of figures like dotplots or even a               
tridimensional view. It also allows the user to zoom in to reveal details about the alignment.                
Despite all this, the graphical interface can be somewhat overwhelming, making it not that              
intuitive for new users (Figure 5). The program comes with 4 pre installed projects for               
demonstration so that the user can learn how to use it. 
 



 
Figure 5: SyMAP graphical interface and project manager 
 
Artemis: Artemis is a useful tool for annotating and visualizing sequencing data from             
chromosomes and small genomes. It can be used on any Java compatible platform with EMBL               
(Baker et al. 2000) or GenBank (Benson et al. 2000) data. Some biological properties, for               
example GC content can be plotted with respect to the sequence and its characteristics              
(Rutherford et al. 2000). moreover, it allows the user to add biological information relevant to               
previously annotated genomes and find unusual characteristics in small genomes (Berriman &            
Rutherford, 2003). The latest version of Artemis, published in 2005, receives as input, besides              
EMBL or GenBank data, GFF, FASTA and BLAST (version 2.2.2 or greater) generated with              
BLASTn, tBLASTx or MEGABLAST. The software reads the results from any of these formats              
and displays an interactive visualization which shows the sequences. Graphs can be generated             
as well to reveal additional information like GC content, codon usage and nucleotide frequency.  
 
Satsuma: Satsuma is implemented in C++ on Linux and is part of the Spines software package                
available at https://www.broadinstitute.org/genome-sequencing-and-analysis/spines. In contrast     
to previously described programs, satsuma uses cross-correlation to find matches between           
sequences, basically treating the sequences as if they were audio signals. To do this, the               
program implements the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (Cooley and Tukey, 1965) to             
transform the sequences. However, this is not computationally possible for large sequences, so             
the program cuts each sequence (query and target) into small fragments of 4096bp, where the               
target fragments overlap by 25% or a quarter of the fragment size. The algorithm compares               
sequentially pairs of fragments, where DNA sequence is transformed into numeric “signals” (four             
signals for each sequence, one for each letter of DNA) and cross-correlation is applied to each                
signal pair. This produces a result that indicates letter similarity between a given query and               

https://www.broadinstitute.org/genome-sequencing-and-analysis/spines


target fragment, meaning the higher the value the more bases match. To this point in the                
process the numeric value of the signals only indicate if there is homology or not, but it is not                   
known where in the overlap it is. For this, a filter is applied that searches for blocks of minimum                   
length of 28 bases where there is at least 45% similarity. These blocks are further validated with                 
an additional filter where an alignment probability model is applied based on length, identity, GC               
content and target sequence size, to keep the ones that pass a certain threshold (P=10 by               −5  
default). (Grabherr et al. 2010).  
 
To visualize the results, Satsuma interfaces with an additional software, MizBee, which is a              
multiscale synteny browser to enable efficient exploration of conserved synteny data (Meyer et             
al. 2009). This tools allows for different types of visualization, the main one being a circular                
genome view, a chromosome view which reveals size and location of syntenic regions for              
selected chromosome from the genome view, as well as a user selected syntenic region.  
 
Details of software implementation 
 
Our genomes aligner software solution is built as a functionality of the Next Generation              
Sequencing Experience Platform (NGSEP) (Duitama et al. 2014) and is available for both the              
command line and as a graphical user interface which can be accessed on Eclipse as a plugin                 
(Figure 6). As input, it requires two genomes in FASTA format with their respective annotation               
(in GFF3).  
 
The main output of the genomes aligner is a set of text files listing the paralogs within each                  
genome and the orthologs between the two genomes. Ortholog files have 9 columns. The first               
four columns of the output have the information for the first genome in the following order: gene                 
id, chromosome, start coordinate, end coordinate. This same information is contained in the             
following 4 columns for the second genome. This way, each row represents a gene in the first                 
genome and its corresponding mate in the second genome. The last column indicates if the               
gene in the first column has one or multiple orthologs in the second genome and, for genes with                  
unique orthologs, it indicates if the gene is part of the LCS generated to build the                
chromosome-scale alignment. The output of the algorithm is processed by javascript to produce             
an HTML file which can then be opened with a web browser for interactive visualization of the                 
alignment. 



 
Figure 6: Genomes Aligner module as eclipse plugin within NGSEP menu (left). GUI which allows selection of input                  
files as well as output prefix and location (right). 
 
 
Benchmark experiments 
 
We downloaded publicly available complete genomes and gene annotations for twelve species            
(Table 2). A total of 7 pairwise comparisons were performed on an Ubuntu 16.04 system with                
8Gb of memory, and 4 cores. Runtime was measured in seconds. All programs were run with                
default settings. All plant genomes were obtained directly from the Phytozome database            
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). For the two fungi A. nidulans and A. niger both           
genomes and annotation were obtained from the Aspergillus Genome site          
(http://www.aspergillusgenome.org/download/sequence/). S. cerevisiae and C. dubliniensis      
genomes and annotation were obtained from http://www.yeastgenome.org/ and        
https://fungi.ensembl.org/Candida_dubliniensis_cd36/Info/Index, respectively. Finally, the    
human and chimpanzee genome and annotation were obtained from Ensemble          
https://www.ensembl.org/info/website/tutorials/grch37.html, and  
https://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes/Info/Index, respectively.  
 
 

Species Transcript 
Length 

Exons Protein 
Length 

Transcripts 
per gene 

Gene size Genome 
Size(Mb) 

A.nidulans 1547 4.6 374 1 1830 31 

A.niger 1629 4.4 400 1 1950 35 



B.distachyon 1790 7.7 317 1.6 3329 275 

C.dubliniensis 1354 1.1 397 1 1436 15 

G.max 1681 7.8 308 1.37 3944 986 

H.sapiens 2023 12.1 384 4 25976 3200 

M.esculenta 1502 7.2 306 1.26 3437 592 

O.sativa 1424 6.2 255 1.26 2754 382 

P.troglodytes 1746 11 398 2.2 22232 3000 

P.vulgaris 1607 8.1 337 1.35 3887 544 

S.cerevisiae 1168 1.1 336 1 1240 12 

Z.mays 1266 5.5 186 1.44 3041 2100 

 
Table 2: Genome wide statistics for the different species used in this study.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Whole genome alignment based on functional orthology units 
 
The algorithm proposed in this study takes an approach described previously in the bean main               
assembly (Schmutz et al. 2014). We use orthology information from single copy genes as a               
basis for the construction of the alignment. The algorithm has three main phases: 1) identify               
paralogous and single copy genes for each genome; 2) identify orthology units and build the               
alignment (LCS); 3) integration with javascript and HTML for alignment visualization. Having this             
in mind, as opposed to MUMmer, instead of identifying MUMs through the construction of a               
suffix tree of the subject genomes, our solution builds and FM-index from the proteome of each                
annotated genome and, for each annotated protein in each genome, implements an heuristic             
ortholog finding method which performs exact searches of non-overlapping k-mers on the            
FM-index of each proteome (Figure 7). This process is further described below. 



 
Figure 7: Algorithm workflow. Given a pair of whole genomes and annotation files as input, proteomes are extracted                  
and construction of FM-Index is performed for both. The FM-Index is used to perform exact search of k-mers for                   
every protein within each genome to identify paralogous and single copy proteins. Up to this point, the process is                   
made in parallel for both genomes. Exact search of k-mers from single copy proteins is performed once again with                   
the FM-Index of the opposite genome for orthology units identification. Lastly, the LCS alignment is produced. 
 
To identify the orthology units, the first step after loading the genome and annotation files,               
consists in recovering the complete list of transcripts in a genome. Once identified, for each               
gene, the algorithm goes over each transcript and chooses the longest one to extract as much                
information as possible from the gene. Transcripts are then translated to the corresponding             
protein sequences and an FM-index is built for all the transcripts. Once the FM-Index is built, for                 
the identification of paralogous genes, we implemented a method based on k-mers of n size to                
determine the identity percentage between a given protein with respect to another. This way, we               
perform exact searches of kmers of each protein against the FM-Index of the entire proteome.               
The algorithm considers a protein to be similar to one or more proteins if they share at least                  
50% kmers. At the end of this process, the proteins that do not have any paralogs are                 
considered to be unique or single copy and become orthology units. Once identified, the same               
process is carried out to find the corresponding “mates” or orthology unit matches in the other                
genome. This complete process is carried out in parallel for both genomes, generating two              
output files: orthology units found on the second genome for the first genome and orthology               
units found on the first genome for the second one. Once the orthology units are built between                 
each genome, the second phase is based on the Longest Common Subsequence (Gusfield,             
1997), which uses dynamic programming to find the longest set of orthology units aligned              
consistently. 



 
Interactive web visualization of whole genome alignments 
 
We implemented a web-enabled interactive visualizer for whole genome alignments based on            
the D3 framework (https://d3js.org/), which is one of the currently leading technologies for             
visualization of large datasets. The visualization shows the two genomes being compared as             
vertical columns parallel to each other, with its respective chromosomes labeled, along with             
horizontal color coded lines for each chromosome that connect both genomes to the synteny              
between them. The visualizer allows the user to interact with it by selecting any chromosome on                
either genome and revealing only the synteny found within the selected region. We added              
buttons to select the orthologs that are displayed in the visualizer. Figure 8A-8C shows the three                
different types of alignment information that the user can choose to display. The “LCS” option               
displays only the main synteny between both genomes based on the results of the longest               
common subsequence algorithm. The “Multiple” option shows multiple hits for the genome to             
the right, meaning that if a specific gene on the left has five different orthologs on the right, the                   
visualization will display five horizontal lines starting in one single point (one gene) on the left                
and ending in five different positions on the genome to the right. Lastly, the “Uniques” options                
displays only unique hits. A fourth button allows to refresh the image in case the user wants to                  
start again. In addition to what the user can choose to display, there is also an interactive                 
selection option that allows the user to select only a specific region on either genome. The user                 
can then slide the selection box vertically to display only the synteny that fits in that selection                 
(Figure 8D & 8E). 
 
The complexity of the visualization depends on the number of orthology units that the algorithm               
can effectively identify. This will in turn depend on how closely related the two species being                
compared are, meaning the more related they are, the more orthology units will be identified               
and more complex the LCS output visualization will be.  
 

https://d3js.org/


 
Figure 8: Whole genome comparison between O. sativa and B. distachyon. Visualization for main synteny, LCS (A),                 
multiple hits (B) and unique hits (C).The user can select which chromosomes to display, for example chromosomes 2                  
and 3 (D) or a wider selection, chromosomes 4 through 8 (E). 
 
 
 
Comparison of computational efficiency 
 
We benchmarked the genomes aligner with some of the most used programs to make whole               
genome comparisons: Mummer (Delcher et al. 1999), Mauve (Darling et al. 2004), SyMAP             
(Soderlund et al. 2006) and Satsuma (Grabherr et al. 2010). A total of 7 pairwise comparisons                
between genomes of different sizes were performed to evaluate the behavior of each tool in a                
varying range of genome sizes and complexities (see Methods for details). For small genomes              
all tools were able to complete the process except for Satsuma, which ran for several hours                
without any success. The genomes aligner and MUMmer were the fastest to complete the              
process, both for small and large genomes. However, MUMmer was only faster on very small               
comparisons with fungi species no larger than 40Mb. Increasing the genome size considerably             
increases the runtime of this program in comparison to our genomes aligner. For comparisons              
such as O. sativa vs M. esculenta and P. vulgaris vs G. max, having genomes around 600Mbp,                 
MUMmer took on average 69% more time than the genomes aligner. On even larger genomes               
such as human vs chimpanzee it took five minutes of CPU time for our algorithm to finish the                  
process while MUMmer could not start the process for a lack of memory. As for Mauve and                 
SyMAP, both were able to complete the process for the smaller fungi genomes but were unable                



to do so for the larger ones. They both ran for several minutes (between 35-45 min, >2000                 
seconds) before running out of memory and thus, shutting down the process (Table 3). 
 

 GenomesAligner MUMmer Mauve Satsuma SyMAP 

S.cerevisiae & 
C.dubliniensis 

10 5 240 >12000 115 

A.nidulans & 
A.niger 

24 14 315 >12000 325 

O.sativa & 
M.esculenta 

120 180 >12000 >12000 >12000 

O.sativa & 
B.distachyon 

122 120 >12000 >12000 >12000 

O.sativa & 
Z.mays 

190 495 >12000 >12000 >12000 

P.vulgaris & 
G.max 

270 480 >12000 >12000 >12000 

H.sapiens & 
P.troglodytes 

261 *NA >12000 >12000 >12000 

Table 3: Wall time (in seconds) for benchmark results for seven whole genome comparisons for various tools.                 
*Program did not start due to lack of memory.  
 
Quality assessment for identification of functional orthologs 
 
For evaluating the correct identification of potential orthologous genes we compared our results             
to those generated by ProteinOrtho (Lechner et al. 2011). We compared paralogs predicted with              
our algorithm with those predicted by ProteinOrtho in three species: O. sativa, P. vulgaris and Z.                
mays. Run time for proteinOrtho for identification of paralogs with the “selfblast” parameter took              
around 32 CPU hours for each genome. Results are shown in figure 9. Our genomes aligner                
identified about the same paralogs than proteinortho for O. sativa, P. vulgaris, but for Z. mays it                 
predicted about 7 times more paralogs than ProteinOrtho. Whereas the intersection between            
predictions was relatively low in the first two cases, for Z. mays the genomes aligner identified                
almost all paralogs identified by ProteinOrtho.  
 
To further validate our results, we went in depth to see which genes were being identified by our                  
algorithm which were not found by proteinortho. In rice for example, we identified gene              
LOC_Os01g03464 in chromosome 1 (1395980-1396769) to be paralogous to gene          
LOC_Os01g03429 in the same chromosome (1379691-1382143). According to the Phytozome          
database, these two genes are in fact homologous with 100% similarity, validating our result              
which is not identified by proteinortho. Another example is gene LOC_Os01g05310, which is             
paralogous to LOC_Os01g05250, both in chromosome 1, according to our algorithm. Querying            
the Phytozome database we validated this result once more, with 94.5% similarity between both              
genes. For multiple copy paralogs we were also able to validate some of our results with the                 



Phytozome database. For example gene LOC_Os12g39280 in chromosome 12 is homologous           
to genes LOC_Os05g07170 and LOC_Os09g10660, in chromosomes 5 and 6, respectively,           
which is consistent with the 94.4% and 51.6% similarity reported by Phytozome.  
 
We did the same with genes found by proteinortho but not by our genomes aligner. For example                 
gene LOC_Os01g03570 is paralogous to gene LOC_Os01g44230, according to proteinortho.          
Validating this result with the Phytozome database, there was no paralog reported with the              
same id. The same occurred with gene LOC_Os12g37920, which according to proteinortho is             
paralogous to gene LOC_Os12g37939, but this result is inconsistent with Phytozome.  
 

Figure 9: Total paralogs identified. Comparison between GenomesAligner and ProteinOrtho.  
 

 Total OU Total Blocks OU per LCS 

A.nidulans & A.niger 85 19 4.47 

O.sativa & M.esculenta 12 11 1.09 

O.sativa & B.distachyon 1001 174 5.75 

O.sativa & Z.mays 400 241 1.66 

P.vulgaris & G.max 404 337 1.2 

H.sapiens & P.troglodytes 14540 625 23.3 

Table 5: LCS summary statistics for the various comparisons. Total Orthology Units comprising the main synteny                
(LCS), total LCS blocks, and average number of Orthology Units per synteny block (LCS block).  
 



Comparison of closely related genomes 
Figure 10 shows the visualization result for the LCS between Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee) and              
the human genome. Both species have almost the same number of chromosomes (P.             
troglodytes chromosome 2 is divided into A and B), the relationship is almost one to one and                 
covers a great portion of both genomes. However, considering that one genome is almost              
200Mb larger than the other, H. sapiens is 3.2Gb and P. troglodytes is 3.0Gb, some of that is                  
evident in the figure. There are some larger gaps present towards the centromere of              
chromosomes 1 and 9 in the human genome in comparison to the chimpanzee. Further analysis               
on this would imply that major differences between a human being and a chimpanzee could               
possibly be related to genes located in chromosomes 1 and 9. On the other hand, there are                 
some chromosomes that are almost identical, for example chromosome 8 is almost 100% the              
same on both genomes. 

 
Figure 10: Whole genome alignment between H. sapiens and P. troglodytes 
 
 
Comparison between the diploid species Phaseolus vulgaris and the related          
tetraploid Glycine max 
 
Other whole genome comparisons like between P. vulgaris and G. max (soybean) reveal much              
less synteny in the LCS output (Figure 11A), but choosing the “Multiple” option reveals more               
information (Figure 11B). The LCS in this case shows that there is in fact synteny between                



certain chromosomes but is not really showing the duplication event that lead to the speciation               
of G. max. The “Multiple” view in contrast, shows a lot of synteny between both genomes. It                 
reveals for example that chromosome 1 of bean not only aligns with chromosome 19 of soy, but                 
also with chromosomes 3, 11, 14 and 17 (Figure 11C). Selecting only chromosome 9 on P.                
vulgaris shows synteny with chromosomes 4,6,9, and 15 in G. max (Figure 11D). Our whole               
genome alignment results between P. vulgaris and G. max are consistent with those reported in               
the common bean reference genome paper (Schmutz et al. 2014) where they reveal major              
synteny between both species. The syntenic relation between both species reveals that there             
are two chromosome segments in G. max for every segment in P. vulgaris, validating the               
lineage specific duplication event reported in this study. 
 

 
Figure 11: Whole genome comparison between P. vulgaris & G. max. Main synteny, LCS (A), “Multiple” hits revealing                  
much more information than LCS result (B). Selection of chromosome 1 of P. vulgaris on “Multiple” hit option reveals                   
synteny with chromosomes 3, 14, 17 and 19 of G. max (C), and chromosome 9 in P. vulgaris on “Multiple” hit option                      
reveals synteny with chromosomes 4, 6, 9 and 15 of G. max (D). 
 
  
 
 
 



DISCUSSION 
 
In this work we present a new software solution for construction and interactive visualization of               
whole genome alignments. Our genomes aligner has proved to be one of the fastest tools for                
whole genome alignment, along with MUMmer. The latter is still very effective when comparing              
small sized genomes like bacteria or fungi, but on larger comparisons (hundreds or thousands              
of Megabases) our solution was, on average, 69% faster. This can be attributed mainly to the                
fact that our algorithm employs orthology information (genes) for the alignment, while the other              
tools, specially MUMmer, have to go through a process of identifying thousands or even millions               
of subsequences (MUMs) to make the same alignment, thus taking much longer with larger              
genomes. For this reason, even though the longest common subsequence algorithm is            
implemented in the same way as other solutions, the use of orthologous genes increases              
efficiency of our aligner. We also believe that our decision to use complete genes makes               
biological sense due to the fact that genes are the functional units of organisms. For this reason,                 
genes are very stable sequences that take a very long time to change into something totally                
different, which facilitated our work to identify similar genes in order to make the alignment. 
 
Some of the tools evaluated in this study do not have a graphical interface, which we believe                 
should be an important component of a genomes comparator. On the other hand, tools such as                
SyMAP having nice visualization features are not easy to use. The current state of our solution                
can be run with a single command or a single form, stating both genome assemblies (in fasta                 
format) and annotation files (in gff format) to generate an HTML file. This file immediately gives                
the user access to the finished genome alignment visualization as shown above. 
 
Despite our algorithm being much more efficient than the competition, it has as additional              
requirement the need of an annotation file. This file is needed in order to extract all the genes                  
related information from the genome. We are aware that structural annotation is a cumbersome              
task for researchers and it is also expensive in computational resources. However, it is usually               
the first task that a researcher does after genome assembly. We believe in some way our                
solution will help recover some of the time spent during the annotation process with our short                
running times for any comparison. In addition, in contrast to other tools, the computation              
requirements to run our solution are well below, and can be run on a personal computer with 4                  
to 8Gb of memory, depending on the genome size (8Gb for a human genome is recommended). 
 
To validate the paralog and ortholog relationships in which we base our analysis, we compared               
the paralogs predicted by the genomes aligner with those predicted by the tool ProteinOrtho.              
We observed larger differences between the results of both tools. Unfortunately, we lack a              
proper gold-standard to perform a formal comparison between the accuracy of the two methods.              
We validated that some of the paralogs identified by the genomes aligner were consistent with               
Phytozome annotations. Comparisons between human and chimpanzee and between common          
bean and soybean are consistent with previous studies and suggest that the orthologs identified              
by our algorithm are largely accurate.  
 



We expect this work to be an important contribution to the bioinformatics community, specifically              
in the field of comparative genomics. Because the number of high quality genomes will continue               
to increase, new software solutions are needed to perform complete alignments between two or              
more related genomes. We expect to keep working in the future for further improvement of the                
algorithm so that it takes into account non coding regions as well, and not only genes to make                  
the alignment. We also expect to improve the software not only to generate better and more                
detailed outputs but also to display various interactive visualizations that the user can interact              
with in different ways.  
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